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ational Evaluation Systems'; Inc., has prepared for distribution by,the

1eorgid Department of Education the set of content objectiVes found ir,
this Study Guide. These objectives have been verified as important
contenVrequirements for initial .certification.- Not all of the listed
objectives Wie had tes4 items written for them; The selected ob-
-jectives hage not been identified; All objectives which appear here
are certification requireMents and d'tampling ofithew will be tested.;

, .

When the project todevelop the Georgia Teacher-Certification Test$
(TCT) Was.begun in November 1976; an Ad Hoc CoMmittee composed of

- Georgia educators was appointed to work with.NES on each TCT. The_
function of these Ad Hoc.CoMmiitees was to review all NES-generated'
materials with-a goal of making the Materials more reflective of
Georgia education needs. _The_first step in the'test development -pro
cesS, was that of_content domain specification.':: Educators identified
all content knowledge ~that an applicant would needto.know to function
effectively in.;.a Georgia school. This.content wasfurther_defined

- into content objectivesiwhich,were-gent to currently pra,cticing_
Georga'educatbrs.fotmerification, ,These educators provided actual

-,0 ratings -of the."job!-relatedness" of the content objectives.. At that
point, it was possible.-to identify, frogi the original domain speci.
-fitatiOni_the extent of essentiality_of specific content skills for
successful performance on the job. Test items` were written for the
most .essential objectives which spanned the content of the field. ..

-- - .

The purpose of providing objectives is to explicitly define the content.
required of an applicant for. certification in this field. 44rther,

tHe statement-of these objectives should assist in preparing for the
criterion - reference content knowledge test. We encourage applicants
to study these materials -which will.enhance their understanding -of
the content field and allbviate any unnecessary concerns about the
nature of the. Georgia Teacher r:.rtification Tests.

Along with these materials go hopes for a rewarding Career in education.

If you have questions or'desire further information,
contact: --

Performance-Based Certification
Division of Staff Development

. 1858 Twin Towers East
Atlanta, Georgia 30334
(404) 656-2556

Georgia-Department of -EdUcation
,---.5

Charles McDaniel, State Superintendent of Schools
..
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STUDY GUIDE FOR TCT IN LATIN

Georgia Teacher Certification Testing Program,.

Field Op: Latin

INTRODUCTION-

-
this-Study Guide was specifically 'designed for teachers preparing to

, .

take the Georgia Teacher Certification Test (TCT)` iniatin; an examination

developedbyNational EvilUetion Systems, Inc.; and educators in the state

of Georgia as imeans of testing minimal eoMpetency, in the following four-
.

br'bad subareat: sGrammatical Structure; Usage; Mythology and Culture; and
r

Translation; Prosddy,.and Latin Roots of English. The Study Guide littt

all the content objective and provides a selection of recommended readings

for each of these four areaS%

All the rercmmended readings accompanying thp content' objectives are

books currently in print (most of them.fn inexpensive paperback editions) or

readily accessible in most college libraries; These, readings constitute a

representative selection of suitabletexts; masteryof all the texts listed

in a given subarea is not needed to meet the objectives in that subhrea; and

. ,

in most cases alternate readings could be,substituteq: e;g. careful study
% . .

of either Grant or Sinnegan and Boak, or virtually any.recentcollege-level

text surveying Rome's culture in the republican and imperial periods; would-.
provide satisfSttory prepar ion for the culture port ion of the exam.

Examinees are reminded that 1) TCT items1 with -the exception of translations,

are multiple-choice; with foOr possible answei:s; ?) the four:content subareas
' -

do not all contain the same number of questions; 3) scoring is based on the



total number of .correct4answ rs.N.no minimym-Score for each subarea is
(

required; 4) there is no penalty fo-r guqs§i-ng._

I
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GEORGIA TEACHER CERTIFICATION TESTING PROGRAM

CONTENT OBJECTIVES AND RECOMMENDED READINGS

FIELD 020: LATIN

GRAMMATICAL STRUCTURE

ReCommended_Readings_

Bennett, C.E. _ Latin Grammar. Boston:. -Allyn and Flacon; 1908. -i.,-,(Not turehtly.

in.print, but available in most college libr*jes.)

Goldman; N., and L. Szymanski. Englisb_Vammarfor_Students of Latin. Ann Arbor,
MI: Olivia and Hill Press, 1983: (Paperback)

Hale; W.G.; and C.D. Buck.' A Latin Grammar. Oniv3rsity, AL: Univ. of Alabama

)
Press; 1073; (Paperback reprint),

Nheelock; F.M. Latin An Introductory Course- -Based an Ancient Authors 3rd ed.,

New York: B5rnes__ and Noble,-1963i '(College Outline Series paperback)

Any;first- and zedond-year high -school Latin:text series.

Objectives

Demonstrate an understanding of the formatfoji and use of the vocative case.

Demonstrate an understanding of the formation and of the genitive case.
N

Demonstrate an understanding of the forthatioh and'use of the dative case;

Demonstrate an understanding of the foralation and use ofthe accuSative'l-Case.

Demonstrate an=,understanding of the formation and use of -the ablatiA' case.

Demonstrate an understanding of the formation and use of the locative case.

Identify the -comparative' and superlative forms of adjectives and-adverbS..

IdenXify th'personal and4or reflexIve pronoun to use in a giyen context.

Identify the correct demonstrative: pronoun tb use in: a given context.
t ;

'identify the correct t-relative pronoun to usein a given context.

-Translate.jnterrogtive pronouns:and Adjectivesfrom Latin to EngliSh, or
:English to Latin.

Identify the meaningsandfforms of 'indefinite pronouns and-adjectives.

Demonstrate'the ability to form and/or translate the active tenses of the
'indicative mood. -=

Dethonstrate the ability to form and/or translate the passive tenses of the

indicatiYe mood.

a
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Demonstrate the ability to form the active and pastive tenses of the

"subjunctive

Demonstrate the ability to _form and/or tranflate the imperative.

Demonstrate the ability tccform the active and passive tenses of the infinitive:

II. USAGE

Recommended Readings

Bennett; C.E. A Latin GraMMar. :J3-OStdri:__Allyn and Bacon 1908. (Not currently

in print; but available'in-MoSt,c011ege libraries.) ."3

G41dman; N.iand_Li SzyManSki% English Grammar#or-Students,of Latin. Agri ArbOr,

&)ivia and Hill Press, 1.983: (Paperback)

Hale, 1G.; and'C.D. Buck. A Latift_Grammar. University; AL: UniV. of Alabama

k.rest; 1973'.
Jo

(Paperback reprint)

Wheelotk, F.M. Latin-: An Introductory Course_Based on_Ahcien Authors. 3rd ed:

New -York: Barnes and NOble; 1963. '(College Outline SerleS paperback)
r

Amy first- and second-year high school Latin text series.

Objectives

Identify deponent verbs and/o`r tranflate them into English:

, . .1 I
.

Demonstrate an underStanding of the fOrmation and meaning of the.active and

passive periphrastic, constructions. ,:p..

1

Identify the conjugated forms of irregular verbs.
_

,Demonstrate an understanding of the uses. of

'Given the.principal parts of a_regOlar Latin verb of any conjugation; form

the remaining participles. " '
-

Translate a participial phrase from Latin to English.

.

between the uses-'of gerunds and gerundives;
- ,

Translate iksentence containing a'condition from Latin to English.

Translate an independent clause requiring tie subjunctive from Latfn,to English
. a

aTranslate the 'cum in a sentence contatning a cum clause.

Translate a Latin sentence containing a subjunctive clause of purpose..

Translate a Latin sentence containing a subjunctive clause of result.

#

Identify the tense of the subjunctive that should be used in translating an

English sentence containing an indirect question into Latin...

4 4



Recognize that indirect commands usethe subjunctive.

Translate a-latin subjunctive clause of fearzing or doubting into English:

Translate a given use of the supine from Latin.to

Decline the regular Latin nouns-of any declension, including the vocative case.

III. MYTHOLOGY AND CULTURE

,
J

Recommended Readimp_

Barrow; R.H. The Romans. New York: ,Penguin, 1975: (Pelican paperback)

Dudley, D.F. The-Civilization of-Rome. New York: New American Library;
1960. (Mentor paperback) 7 i

.

Duff, J.W. A Literary History -of Rome from the OH-g-i-nstolithe Close of the
Dadlen-A . '3rd ed. 2New York: Barnes and Noble; 1968:

DUffi:J.W.. A Literary History -of Rime in the Silver-Age. 3rd ed.. Westpor
CT, Greenwood Press; 1979, (Reprint)

,Grant,.M. History of Rome.. New York: SCribner's,:1978. (papqrback)

Hamilton, E. r-New York: New American Library; 1971. (Mento
_

. .v

Humphries;-R.; trans. 'CriCL:=Pretamorphoses. Jfloomington; IN: Indiana- Univ.:-

Press; 1955; (Midland Books; Greek and LWn-Classics'Series; paperback)

Johnston; M. _Roman- -Life. Glenview; IL: Scott, Foresmani. 1957._

Morford, M:, and Rs.J. Lenardon. Classical Mythology: -2nd ed., New YOrk:

Longman, 1977. (Paperback)

Ogilvie, -R.M. Roman Literature and Society. Ney,York: Penuin, 1980. 4

(Pelican paperback)

Rose, H.J. A Handbobk of Greek Mythology. New. York: Dutton, 1959. (Paperback)

Roge;'H.J. A=Handbook of-Latin=Literotare. New York: Dutton, 1960. (Paperback)

Sinnigen,A.G., and A.E. Boakl A History of Rome to, A.D: 565. 6th ed.
' New York: Macmillan, 1977.

.
Objec,tives

Identify] the major deities of Roman mythology.

Identify theminor deities of Roman mythology.

Identify the monsters of Roman mythology,

)
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iden-tiy-the major chmtters and events of notable myths abbilt mortals;

Identify the major characters and events of notable myths about immortals.

Identify the major characters and events: of sagas related.to the TrOjah War.

Identify the major tharacters.and events of, sagas other than those rela,ted td
the Trojan War.

r Identifymajor figures and events:connected with the early his-Wry of .RoMe.

Identify the major figiiret; dates; and events'of the early Roman Republic
including the PUnic Wars;

Identify major figures, dates, and -events associated with the perioA of social_
reform in the second and first centuries B.C.

Identify majo figures, datesi and events associated with the civil strife that
lasted from .110:60 B:C.

IdentifY triajo-.figuteti datet, and events from the final period of the Roman
Republic;, circa 60=31 B.C.

Identify major figures, dates, and events related to the reigns of the Julio7
'ClaUdian emperors. ,

Identify the meaning of a given term related to Roman politics.

Identify the major- forms of Roman ent rtainment:
ofik

Identify the type of clothing worn by Romans of a given age, sex, and crass.

Identify the major architectural contributions of the RoMans.

Demonstrate khOWledge of Roman religious customs and ceremonies.

-

Identify typical RoMan faMily roles and.titTes

Identify the role of the Slave in Roman society.

Identify ROMah hoUting and dining practices_

Identify major figures, dates, and charadteriStics associated with early
Roman comedy.

;

Icintify the genreS.and major w&ks of _late Republican writers.
,

Identify the genres and majbr works of Augustan writers.

Identify the major writers -and theiP, works of mid-first century L4tinliterature.
_

Identify the majd,r wTiters 'and their works of the late first and second ;entury.

u
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TRANSLATION,PROSODY, AND 'LATIN ROOTS. OF ENGLISH

Recommended Readings

Ayers) D. English Words from Greek and Latin Elements.. Tuscon, AZ: Univ.,

'Ari2ona Press,. 1965. (Paperback)

Hale, W.G.; and C.D. Buck. A LtinsGrammar. University, AL: Univ. of Alabama
Press, 1973. (Paperback reprint) (Part V: Versification)

Any high school-or college Virgil text with an explanation of scanning the
dactylic hexaMeter. ,

.Translation ,from Gicerpo's prose works, :including his orations, Caesar's Gallic
Wars and Civil Wars, Vergil's Aenei -d, a'nd Ovid's Metamorphoses.

06jectives.

Demonstrate an understanding of common Latin conventions in.versTfication of
dactylic,hexameter.

Identify the meaning of common Latin prefiXeS

Identif commoy the meanin ofg n Latin suffixes:I-
, ii.

Identify the meaning of the Latin roots of common English words.

'
Translate a given passage from Caesar's Gallic Wars.

Translate a given prose passage from Caesar's.Civil(Wars (or other work).

Translate "a given phrase -or 'eentenCe from a prose passage by Cicero.
o

Translate a passage from Vergil's Aeneid.

Demonstrate cooprehension of a\passage=from Ovid's Metamorphoes.

4>
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